THANK YOU for ISBE's work to provide public records on Illinois students. Under the FOIA and all applicable public records slaws, we seek the following aggregate data from Illinois' student tracking databases, including SIS:

For each year since SY99-00, if possible
For the Chicago Public Schools, and Statewide
By grade
please provide the count of students in each category of EXIT TYPE CODE (also known as EXIT ENROLLMENT CODES, WITHDRAWAL CODES, EXIT CODES or LEAVE CODES).

in addition, please provide records showing any applicable definitions of these codes -- what each code is and what each means. We expect that any data fields schema showing the definitions of all the codes will reflect any classification changes as the years progress.

If you have any questions or if we can be of assistance in any way, please do not hesitate to contact us at 312-222-5569.

Sincerely,
David Jackson and Gary Marx
Reporters
The Chicago Tribune